
!  Self-focus and Idols Corrupt Our Own Work j?*/
^  Genesis 11:1-9; Isaiah 44:6-23 Z'2^ '

We are currently in a series on the biblical view of work. My goal is nothing less than the
transformation of our perspective, goals, and actions at work. Now work is not just our paid
jobs, but it does include that. It also includes our chores at home, the extra efforts to do normal
things if we are disabled or getting older, our study at school, and our volunteering & service
for the Lord. We spent three weeks looking at God's original design for work. If you were not
here during those times, I encourage you to go to our website and check out the sermon notes or
the recordings of those messages. The website address is always on your bulletin. Then last
week & this week we ar^nswering the simple question, "If these are the incredible designs
God has for work why-iS olir experience currently fall so short of that." Last Sunday we
looked at outwardreasons starting with the thorns and thistles - the frustrations that arise
which makeworObTnuch harder and hinders success. This is part of the brokenness that came
from sin. We also looked into the pointlessness of work which can be experienced even in times
of great achievement. Today we will add two more.

My mom and dad both graduated with college degrees in chemistry. My mom used hers to
become a medical technologist (at a hospital before I was horn and then at an animal hospital
when she went back into the paid work force when I went into High School). My dad used his
chemistry degree to become a leading expert in the testing understanding of plastic. His lab
had the largest collection of information on plastic pelletS m%e%untfy. So in the 1980's when
his company was bought and sold 7 times in 5 years, his was the only department in the
company that survived without losing any employees. That didn't mean he didn't lose. One of
those purchases was by the corporate raider T Boone Pickens. Corporate Raiders were rich
people who did hostile take-overs of companies and then broke it into pieces to quickly sell and
make a lot of money for themself. Many people lost their jobs from that - my dad lost his
pension as Pickens emptied out the actual money put aside by a company management that
ca^d for its hard workers. Picken's selfishness is disgusting and has no place in a civilized
world even if it was legal. Unfortunately he isn't the only one who gets selfish and self-focused
in work - we are ̂  tempted to do that at times. Selfishness, from within us, corrupts God's
purposes in work.

PROPOSITION: Our own selfishness (self-focus) and "idols" corrupt God's purposes in our
work - and really brings a lot of outward frustration when others are consumed by them!

1. Selfishness (& self-focus) corrupts God's purposes in our work Gen 11:1-9
Forbes magazine had an article entitled "How Being Selfish Will Limit Your Career
Success" while INC & Entrepreneur had articles entitled "Why You Need To Be More
Selfish At Work" and "Want to Get Ahead at Work? Be Selfish!" Those later articles
then require other articles like "How to Deal With Selfish Coworkers". You may get more
money, a bigger house, more fame and faster promotions from selfishness, but I will
guarantee, you will also lose God's great purposes for work. Let's look at how God sees
self-focus at our work in Genesis 11:1-9.
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A. Use creativity, hard work & organization to advance Gen 11:3
This passage is very stylistic - Everything mentioned in the first 4 verses are undone
or countered in the last 4 verses - and in the same order it was mentioned! The
original job description for humans is to multiply, fill & subdue the earth. This is not
exploitation, but like Adam we are called to cultivate, expand and bring out more of
God's great design in a way that lets people & creation flourish. Here in v 3, we see
this group of people using their creativity, effort and organization in work. READ v 3.
They have discovered a more efficient way to build, using one of the potentials God
has created into our planet. By taking clay, molding it into rectangles and then
subjecting those rectangles to heat, they have made blocks for building structures that
are much easier to work with than large stones! They can construct buildings higher
and faster - and probably at less cost. There is so much good that can come from our
diligent work & creativity which can help others to flourish and God's Kingdom to
expand.

B. The advances are corrupted by selfishness Gen 11:4
Unfortunately, these positives results from work are corrupted by the people's own
sinful pride and selfishness. READ v 4. Their purpose isn't cooperation with the plan
of God or the good of others. They want to make a name for themselves. They want
to be seen as better than others. In our terms today^ they want to maximize4:hoir own
pe-wer» gloiy^ and autonomy. They even wanted to see themselves in the place of God
- with their tower to the heavens. And they are rejecting God's plan to go out and fill
the world. If they scatter all over the world how can they then be known as "the big
man on campus"? Sinful pride and selfishness corrupt God's plan and it causes work
to be used in ways that hurt others, like the corporate raider Pickens did to my dad!
We can always see ways that other peoples' selfishness hurts us, but today we want to
see how it hurts our own perspective on work ~ promising much but delivering little
long term.

It is easy to forget our God-given responsibility as workers, to be good stewards of
this planet. Some nature shows give the impression humans are not needed, in fact
are the only problem. But in our broken world where "might makes right" - who
protects the weak except those made in God's imagel In "nature" the handicapped,
the old, and the slow are all brutally devoured or left behind to starve - like Pickens
did to the employees of the companies he raided. Neither "nature" nor the selfish seek
to nourish others. Only the strongest are allowed to flourish and that only for as long
as they remain better than others. But humans are different. We are made in the image
of God. We can intentionally, willfully & thoughtfully help others instead of just
focusing on our own good, protection or wants. We can help others, listen to them,
come alongside them, encourage them & train them to flourish. We may not do it
perfectly, but we are the only physical beings in our world that can.

I am a member of Trout Unlimited even though I can no longer fish in streams and
never got any good at fly fishing. I love to read their success stories where native
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populations of lesser known trout are restored by human effort. Our work helps
endangered trout not just survive but thrive. And it isn't done by removing humans or
fishing! It is done by using our mind and effort to help both the trout and humans -
like establishing buffer zones between agricultural fields & the stream to prevent
harmful chemicals from going into the water, planting trees along the bank to give
necessary shade to the trout, cool the water and provide stabilization for the banks,
anchoring logs in the river to provide shelter, deeper holes, & better aeration AND not
stocking foreign trout where native populations are well-established. Left on its own,
nature favors the strong alone - I have whole shelves full of fossils of creatures that
could not survive changes in nature. But our human work actually can help nature
flourish better.

With humans, how we do our work can help or hurt the people, families, culture and
country around us. Because of God's design for work, we don't help people flourish
by doing things for them, being their servant, just giving out money or doing what _
they say. (repeat). We help by helping them work and help others.-^ wh^you ar^
at your paid job, do you want others to change what they are doing so your job is
easier (self-focus) or do you keep your eyes on the goal of the whole company and
sacrifice in your area to make the greater good happen (selfless). When you need help
(older, disabled, unemployed) are you thankful for what people have done in the past
without expecting any more help (selfless) or do you complain because they won't do
more for you now (selfish). For chores, do you do them immediately so they help the
family more (selfless) or do you only do them when pushed or you get something
(selfish). When you are helping out here at church, do you take the initiative & carry
through in a timely way knowing others are depending on you (selfless) or do you
only do it when it fits your schedule and nothing else comes up (selfish). Notice in all
these situations the work is done - all the people can say "well I did my work'* - yet
in half of them, selfishness actually spoils much of the positive purpose of the work!
Now when you have 7 billion peopIelfTthe world corrupting their work by sinful
pride and self-focus there is going to be a lot of heartache even though work is getting
done!!!

C. We lose God's blessing and gain His opposition with sinful pride Gen 11:6-9
Back to Genesis 11! What the people prided themselves in became their downfall.
READ Gen 11:6-9. If God doesn't intervene, then all the creativity & work He has
enabled humans to do will just be used to help the strongest - it won't be used to help
creation and other people flourish. So God withdraws His blessing and opposes their
designs by frustrating their language. This isn't just some punitive punishment but that
disciplinary action actually challenges their selfishness and gives them the chance to
get back on track with God's plan.

D. Work gets corrupted when our focus turns to selfishness.
Competitiveness drives work in every field. There are some useful pieces in this as it
stimulates helpful innovation and efficiency. But great care must be taken, because
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there is a powerful selfishness that can come from competitiveness in work. CS Lewis
points this out in Mere Christianity. "Now what I want you to get clear is that pride
is essentially competitive - is competitive by its very nature... Pride gets no
pleasure out of having something, only out of having more of it than the next man.
We say people are proud of being rich, or clever, or good-looking but they are
not. They are proud of being richer, or clever, or better looking than others."
Lewis reminds us that we can build a better mousetrap (or taller building, faster
computer, more efficient lightbulb) trying to help others or we can do the same work
to exalt ourselves. Our work gets corrupted when our focus turns to selfishness! Self
focus also leads to ethical shortcuts and oppression of anyoiie^fio gSs Tn our way.

Now we will never be able to live entirely out of a pure motive to serve the greater
good, on this present earth. Even when we are most generous - a piece of self-focus
comes in because we want to be recognized for that generosity. That is where
brokenness comes in, because it keeps bringing us back to Jesus who graciously
forgives us and empowers us to take another positive step forward!

E. There are clear times we need to (and are right to) stand up for our self.
Now there are clear times in our work where we need to, and are right to, stand up for
ourselves. That is not selfish. In fact, our capitalistic system requires us to set
boundaries as workers. We need to take care of ourselves, get break times and a real
day of rest each week. It is not loving to let others regularly take advantage of us. Nor
should you believe what other people "want you to do" is always the best and loving
thing to do. So don't picture this working selflessly as being a doormat for anyone,
any work or any government. Selfless is putting God's ways - all of them combined -
first and when we are helping others, we are seeking their best for the long run, not
what they want or think they need right now.

11. Our 'idols' corrupt God's purposes for our work Isaiah 44:6-23
The second major internal attitude that corrupts our work is "idolatry". In fact, the three
biggest things that expose our own hidden idols are our calendar, our checkbook and our
attitude & actions at work. Turn to Isaiah 44.

A- 'Idols' Eph 5:5, Col 3:5
Besides the TV show, when we think of "idols" we usually picture some physical
statue or image made of wood, metal or stone that people pray to, burn incense before
or worship. But idols are anything we put before God. Idols are anything we rely on
instead of God because we think it will make our lives better. So both Eph 5:5 and Col
3:5 call sexual immorality and greed idolatry. Notice there are no physical statues
involved in these things. Martin Luther defined idolatry as looking to any created
thins to give you what only God can give you. He pointed out that even those who
consider themselves non-religious, the agnostics or atheists, serve "gods" of their
choosing - they serve ideologies, or abilities they have, to justify their lives. All of us
look to something to assure ourselves that we have lived our lives well. Probably 25
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years ago there was a survey of some megachurch pastors when that movement was
starting to really take off. 9 out of 10 who answered the survey were guys who were
still trying to prove their worth to their dads. (Now don V assume that is true of 90% of
megachurch pastors today, this was a very small study, it was many years ago and it
only referred to people who voluntarily answered the question). But it did highlight
that there are a number of outwardly successful people who are still trying to prove
their worth to their fathers. That is an idol because our worth is found in Jesus dying
for us, rising again, crediting His righteousness to us which leads to our personal
relationship with God and being adopted as His child through faith in Jesus alone.

B. 'Idols' are treasured but worthless (long term) Isa 44:16-20
This great passage in Isaiah 44 clearly points out how much we treasure our idols -
whether they are physical statues or wrong desires we think will fulfill us or goals we
put before God.

•  in V 9, idols are things people treasure and speak up for - notice the descriptions
"the things they treasure" and "those who speak up for them" referring to
people making excuses for what they put in God's place.

•  in V 12-14, craftsmen put a lot of effort into these idols, they use their creativity
to enhance them and even put effort & planning into making them available
years later (like planting trees)

•  in V 15, the person worships and bows down to the idol
•  in V 17, the person relies on the idol to rescue them
•  in V 20, the idol-loving person willing allows themselves to be deluded and led

astray from God's ways

What this passage makes even clearer is that while idols are treasured, they are also
worthless long term.
•  Isa 44:6-8 strongly declares that God is God — His ways are right & good — and

nothing should be put before Him. Idols are things we put before things
we think will fulfill us, save us, or bring long-term blessings. But they are
worthless.

• V 9 - "the [idols] we treasure are worthless" and those who defend idolatry
are blind & ignorant. In fact, they will be put to shame according to v 11.

• V 10 - Idols profit nothing - when we make idols to satisfy our desires they
may feel good at the moment, but it doesn't last. There is no long term 'profit'.

• V 15-17 and in v 19 - People don't realize their inconsistency. The very same
wood they used to make a fire & cook lunch is what they fashioned their idol
out of which they are now relying on. READ v 16-17. That's crazy thinking.
But it also reminds us how easy it is to take something that is good and turn it
into an idol. Some Christians in our day have made an idol of their family.
Putting effort into making monev to care for your family, advance God's work
in the world and help others is good. But how easy it is to turn "making money"
into greed and materialism, which are idols of the heart.
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• V 18 idols are nothing - they know nothing and understand nothing. Idols can't
produce what we need long term. V 20 adds that when we follow idols, it is like
eating ashes - our heart is deluded and we are misled. We are believing a lie.

C. We are all 'idol makers' Ezekiel 14*3-8
What 21'^ century Christians need to remember is that idolatry is not just something of
the past, nor does it just involve physical images - every human is an "idol maker".
Only most of the idols we modems make are not made^wood, metal or stone - but
they are idols of our heart. There is a fascinating passage in Ezekiel 14. Three times in
verses 3-8 God refers to "idols in their hearts" - detestable practices - disobedience
they were doing - desires they had which have become more important than God and
His ways. These set up stumbling blocks to true worship and godly living. They
become counterfeit gods. Martin Luther argued that every time we sin there is an "idol
of the heart" behind that wrong thought or wrong action. It's like the fact we can't
break any of the other 10 commandments without also breaking the first - to have no
other "gods" before the True God.

Andy is 22, out of work and broke. But he refuses to take a job at the local factory
because he thinks it is below him, he'll lose his status as a "cool guy" among his
friends and he'll be hindered from his dream. Those are "idols of the heart". He
believes that if he can only get a certain job with a much higher pay then his life will
have value. This isn't just false thinking - it is an idol. We are usually blind to our
own idols but can see them easily in others. Our excuses sound great to us, but they
are destmctive and min the good God wants to come from our work^^

D. Some popular idols today
So what are some popular idols today beyond sexual immorality & greed. In no
particular order ...

• Status and power — we want to be able to get our way and have people listen to
us.

• Approval and achievement - we want people to recognize us as being better
than others for things we accomplish.

•  comfort and pleasure - we don't want the brokenness of this world to affect us,
only want to work as little as possible and do what feels good at the moment.

•  control - we wrongly think that if we can just control our situations than we can
avoid problems in relationships, unexpected difficulties, headaches, etc.

• money - Greed seeks a bigger piece of the pie than others but that isn't the only
reason people become materialistic. Many seek money for security & safety.
Others seek it to buy relationships, gain status, or be free from problems.

•  romance and sexual pleasure
These aren't the only ones, but you can see how easy it is for them to become more
important than God's ways in our lives, and how devastating when others make them a god.
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A couple weeks ago a long-time friend who I haven't seen in years, called and asked to meet
with me. He had just lost his job of 30 years because of corporate downsizing and wanted to
make sure He had God honoring attitudes & actions as he started to look for another income
producing job. I was impressed with his approach. But one part of the discussion intrigued me.
In an almost off-handed way, he said the last thing he told the job counselor who was assigned
to help him was, "And I would realty like to work for a company where profit was not their
only concern. I know they have to make a profit and 1 want to help them do that, but I am
looking for something different." Originally his old company was a family owned company
who also wanted to really help people with their product, help their local community and make
a family of the employees. Just like God designed work to be. But the company had been sold a
couple times to larger and larger companies who were now far away from them and interested
only in financial gain. Don't we all see the greater value of the more holistic vision his company
originally had? Absolutely! Why should we expect employers to do this, when we so often
corrupt our own work attitudes with selfishness and idols of the heart? These two challenges are
for us personally ~ we don't want to corrupt the greater purposes God has for the work we are
already doing! Let's challenge the corruptions of selfishness and idols of the heart IN ̂
OURSELVES whether anyone else does it or not! TT V / /
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